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Leadership....
is the spiritual practice
		 of living one’s truth
		
			in community.

							
---Beth Hedva

From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
by Mary G.L.. Shackelford, chair

W

e are in a deep exploration of leadership here in the
Lodgekeepers Circle, looking for change that will help
Red Lodge thrive. Vamping off a suggestion Peg made when
I asked for guidance from the Red Thread Council of Long
Dance, we’re engaging differently and sowing new seeds to
empower us personally as leaders while stewarding the boat,
in some admittedly becalmed waters.

Thinking of ourselves as Lodgekeepers is a start. Amazing how
much difference this makes – all our hearts lighten as we let go
of the stiffness of calling ourselves the board. We are growing
skill to frame intriguing questions that help us consider tricky
issues like how to balance acceptance and accountability. We
are using tools of Sacred Play, such as our April Treasure Hunt,
where we searched in spring greenery to find and share medicine cards that led us into vulnerable inquiry: what is our personal commitment to Red Lodge?
We are growing our edges and leaning into the practice of co-creation and shared leadership.
We are listening deeply as we look for what is wanting to come through.
Our meetings now take place in the Glade of 4 Directions where we gather in guided meditations.
Each meeting, our guide leads us down one of four paths to experience intuitive, embodied
presence as we tap into the natural and ancestral wisdom of women searching for new ways
to enliven the hearth.
In March, our work called us down the West path to the Moonlodge to renew and deepen intimacy,
grow trust and consider how to create a new paradigm of leadership and service. In May, Aspen
led us South to the Garden of Healing and Delight for a GiveAway Ceremony: what will I let go of
to make space for bringing my devotion to Red Lodge into concrete manifestation? In June, we
journeyed East to the Council House where Tsaagaglala sits watching and waiting – a guide, an
inspiration, a channel to connect us with our vision and power. There we found safety to consider
our doubts and fears about the sustainability of Red Lodge, the sustainability of our leadership
circle – and deepen into our gratitude for all that is shared through Red Lodge.
We are beginning to take these new stirrings out, re-visioning our monthly Hoop Facilitator calls
as an opportunity to grow our leadership circle. In May, we traveled with women leading hoops
in Vermont, Arizona and Washington along the North path to the Medicine Wheel. There we
shared inquiry into how the energies of sacred circle help us guide and mentor in our Hoops and
also how they help us grow as leaders. Exploring our deeper longings took us to the Moonlodge
in June. We invited connection and willingness to enter the places of our bodies which feel the
pain of the world in these urgent times. We shared the tonglen practice of breathing through the
pain and longing – and emerged to see with new eyes.
At the heart, at the hearth, we begin from a place of gratitude. And we close with noticing a gift
of presence that opens our hearts in a new way.
Perhaps you may be drawn to join us. Lodgekeeper gatherings are open, and all women who lead
Red Lodge Hoops in their communities are invited to join the Hoop Facilitator calls. Contact me.
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Red Lodge funds support women in third world
We are proud of amazing activities in Red Lodge service projects – and honored
to support this work! The plight of women in many parts of the world remains
dire. In support of international service to women, Red Lodge recently made
three donations. We renewed our support for women initiating small business
opportunities through KIVA and sent additional monies to CEPACET (Center for
Partnership and Civic Engagement) in Kenya and Sahayatri in Nepal, two organizations where we have developed personal relationships with the key organizers.
Heartfelt gratitude to all who help Red Lodge support these important programs.
Please see our website for additional information or to make donations earmarked for these groups.

I

n Nepal, Indira Ghale of Sahayatri was invited to
attend a conference on women’s dignity, human
rights and social justice organized by Programme
on Women’s Social, Economic and Cultural Rights
(PWSECR). She joined elected leaders Sapana
Malla Pradhan and Binda Pandey to share the pain
and story of rural Nepali women who have been
victimized by the patriarchal society and the elite
within Nepal’s rigid caste system.
Indira placed herself at great personal risk in May
when she stepped out to file suit on behalf of five
teenaged minors who suffered sexual abuse at the
hands of the house father of a Christian hostel.
The perpetrator is leader of a big church in Nepal with strong connections and deep financial resources. The
government in Nepal is in disarray, and the rule of law cannot be assured. After a 13-day trial in June, the decision remains uncertain.
Indira writes, “Many people are against me now because of this case. They have circulated my photo to the
whole Nepal. I am moving from one place to another to protect myself. I filed the case because nobody dear
to that even thought he had done the grave violence to the children there. Thanks to Red Lodge so much for
your support and for encouraging me to work for the voiceless women in Nepal. The funds will be used to
help with lawyer’s fees.”

I

n Kenya, Jared Akama Ondieki of CEPACET reports, “We distributed seeds in Homabay, thanks to the support
Red Lodge gave us. We also completed a two-day training workshop in Kitui where we have launched a new
farming project targeting 180 women.
--- MORE
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I also have good news that we secured a grant to drill a borehole here
in Kitui which will benefit close to 20,000 residents! Kitui is a dry area;
people walk for 20km in search of water. At times girls are forced to stay
at home so that they can go and look for water. The borehole will provide irrigation for the women’s new farms.”
With the success of CEPACET in making a difference in the lives of women in Kenya, Jared’s influence is growing. At the end of June, he was invited as a keynote speaker for the annual International Peace Conference
sponsored by African Centre for Peace Building (AFCOPB). Jared writes,
“I am so excited to get a chance to speak to over 20,000 participants.”

I

n Oaxaca, Mexico, Red Lodge funds were given through KIVA to Augustina, 49, one of 7 indigenous people from Pinotepa Nacional working
to earn their daily bread. Dona Tina washes and grinds her corn to make
masa for memelitas de manteca (Mexican snack)
which sells in the town market. With KIVA funds,
she was able to buy ingredients: 2 sacks of sugar,
1 bag of coffee (she sells coffee to go with the
memelitas), 10 bags of corn, 3 tubs of lard and 2
loads of firewood. Dona Tina says that she enjoys
her business very much; it has helped her provide
a better life for her family.
Previous Red Lodge donations to KIVA provide
support to Fiorela, who farms livestock in Peru;
Marigold Duca’s general store in the Philippines;
and Koko Dogbasse’s dried chili commerce in Togo.

We appreciate your support!
We send out a heartfelt welcome to
our new Lodge Sister
hailing from Encinitas, CA!
We are very happy to welcome new
Support Circle members:
two from Flagstaff, AZ, one from Seattle, WA
and one from Vashon Island, WA

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.
Click here to join.

Click here to renew.

Click here to donate.
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3 Rivers Hoop: taking time to catch the dreams
by Sharma Whitchurch
his March, a few hours before our first 3 Rivers Hoop gathering of the year,
I begin packing material and tobacco, altar cloths and candles. I take our
Hoop dream catcher off my wall. It seemed so big last spring when we tied
our intentions to her sturdy frame. Now she appears to be a tiny thing, frail
and weak. The dream catcher is sagging under the weight of a simple goddess
pendant. She is not strong enough to hold new intention bundles we will tie
on her tonight.

T

It is clear at this moment that the old dream catcher is unable to support our
growing circle. I must now create a new dream catcher…this one three feet tall...
to hold the big intentions I feel swirling in the air. And there isn’t enough time.
I sit quietly in my art room, despite all that is undone, smudging my materials and
hands, calming my busy mind. There may not be time for me to do everything, but there is time for me to do this
one thing well. And so I begin tying string to a new, larger grapevine frame. I focus on the task of weaving one
frame thread at a time. If I move too quickly I will create an unmanageable knot, and have to cut the line and start
over. If I look at the size of the hoop, I am overwhelmed. I work slowly. Tiny loop after tiny loop, the spiral forms
beneath my hands.
I am keenly aware in this moment of the difference between getting something done and creating something
in a sacred way. I move slowly and with intention. I must work with the natural curve of the grapevine, her oval
structure and uneven curves create an asymmetrical beauty. The shaggy bark catches my string, reminding me
to slow down even more, to move with care. I am weaving my heart into this dream catcher.
When the dream catcher is complete, I cut the chosen totems from the old: a crow feather and a single string
of beads. I attach them to the enormous grapevine frame. I tie a new goddess in the center: Acua’ba, the goddess of maidenhood and the symbol of welcome, is held securely by the strength of my ties. I now hold the
container that will hold many women this year.
That night women gather and create large intention bundles with tobacco and shells, earth and rainwater,
feathers and healing oil. We tie the bundles to the
dream catcher. We hold the frame, raising it up
and lowering as we chant our song of sisterhood:
Women of the world are gathering
Together we’re creating
A world unafraid of feeling
We’re initiating healing
So Rise Up
Rise Up
Rise up...
Our dream catcher is strong enough to carry our
intentions, her frame sturdy enough to hold our
hands. Our circle is complete. We have begun.
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Opening to the Universe

by 3 Rivers Hoop

I am one who speaks her truth
The universe hears me.
I sit tall in my seat of power
The universe holds me.
I stand and face the darkness
The universe opens to me.
I am filled with trust as I free fall
The universe carries me.
I fly away from meek
The universe gives me golden wings.
I redefine what success means to me
The universe guides me.
I am a compassionate warrior
The universe protects me.
I know who I am
The universe recognizes me.
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FlagHoop launches into third 9-month journey
by Erin McCusker

T

he 2012 Flagstaff Weaving the Hoop That
Connects began on April 15, starting a third
year of hoop meetings there. Fifteen fabulous
women from age 19 to 57 have chosen to travel
together for nine months. GinaMarie Harris and
I are co-facilitating. Both have participated since
Flagstaff Hoop was launched by VTara and Madrone, choosing now to step forward this cycle to
nurture this Hoop journey.
Our first Hoop was opening the circle and getting
to know one another, including a crafting interlude so that everyone could personalize their
Hoop folder. There is nothing more joyful than a
room full of creating women!

During this Hoop, a new idea was acted on. Hoop
member Terez had suggested mentors for the
new members would help with their questions
and understanding. Getting fabulous ideas about
how to implement this after sharing the idea on
the monthly Hoop facilitators’ call, we introduced
a new mentoring process at our fist gathering. At
each gathering new members draw from a basket
the name of a continuing member, or oldies draw
for a newbie. During the month between Hoops,
the two women meet to talk. We offer a prompt
that relates to the next gathering to offer focus for
Eclipse shadows during FlagHoop’s first meeting
deepening intimacy. This has proven beneficial for
all members to meet outside of Hoop to talk and get to know one another - and, we’re all having lots of fun with it!
Our second gathering focused on Honoring the Goddess and the Sacred Directions. The Flagstaff Hoop now
has direction candles crafted by GinaMarie!! It was a powerful evening complete with the Eclipse!
After learning about the sacred directions and calling them to our circle, women shared their personal experience of the Goddess that they call on, that is working within them. Each woman shared the direction she is
currently journeying toward in her life. It was a mutually shared gift of authenticity and depth. During the
sharing, Erika told of a friend’s tragedy. She went on to say, “When it happens to one of us it happens to us
all.” Reflecting on the Hoop later, Madrone remembered it as “a powerful moment illustrating the solidarity,
the beauty, the support in all aspects of life that women’s community offers when we sit in circle.”
As we closed our second Hoop gathering, all of us felt the energy, love and cherishing from each other. When
Hoop women show up, they really show up!
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Sacred Yellow Drum celebrates one year birthday
by Madrone
ne year ago womyn from four states gathered
to birth Flagstaff’s Mother Drum. On May 28,
2011 Sacred Yellow Drum (SYD) was born! Otter
Woman and Buffalo Heart supportively drummed
for six hours while we midwifed SYD into her current be-ing. After a birthing weekend of sacred ceremony, laughter, and love, Womyn and Men gathered at Sunset Crater to formally welcome her, in
this her current earthly form, at a sunrise cermony.

O

Thanks to the Flagstaff Drum Council, Woman’s Way
Red Lodge, and the Northern Arizona Community for
supporting this effort. Also thanks to all of you who
have drummed and danced your hearts this year
with Sacred Yellow Drum (her next name is whispering on the winds and will be coming soon...)! She has
given birth to many dreams and much magick this
year and we drum, sit, and stand in gratitude!
A few of us gathered for wand making to celebrate her birthday this year and we sang and drummed happy
birthday to her. It was fitting because I found a small cake with a bee on it and anyone who has heard SYD’s voice
knows that this buZZZZZZZZZZ is very fitting for her at times. Happy Birthday SYD! We love and thank you!

Madrone sends word
VTara Ruscher started the Flagstaff Hoop with me. If it were
not for her I would not have started this Hoop and likely would
not have been talking to Sharma (3 Rivers Hoop) and Betty (Salt
Lake City Hoop) about starting Hoops in their communities.
VTara was also a WWRL member and believed strongly in our
mission. Without her spark and interest, I am not sure I would
have carried forward. I am forever grateful to her for this!
VTara died peacefully June 17 about 30 minutes after we finished our Hoop meeting focused on “what are we birthing?”
a topic that included discussion of death. It was a universal
connection I believe.
Earlier this sping, Mary wrote to VTara to send prayers and
convey thanks from Red Lodge for her courage, passion and
willingness to help Madrone start the first Hoop there in Flagstaff. We wanted VTara to know that women’s lives have been
changed; transformation and healing ripple in and ripple out.
Blessings of gratitude and peaceful journey.
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Pam’s gift: a rite of passage to mark retirement

by Bruce Holmes
am surprised to realize that I never thought about retirement as a Rite of Passage until I was approached by
my wife Pam, who told me that she and her friends were inspired to gift me with a ceremony. I always witnessed others’ retirement as parties and roasting. I never wanted any of that, and I liked the idea of making
it a sacred event. So many men I have known have gone into retirement experiencing a lack of meaning in their
lives or boredom wondering how they will fill their days. I’ve always known that that would not be a problem for
me; I was looking forward to more time for personal growth, time with Pam, time to meditate, time for my hobbies and gardening and knowing eventually I want to donate my time volunteering in my community. I looked at
retirement as a wonderful release from feeling like I have to give my best 44 years and best hours each day to the
workplace. I really felt this was a hole to crawl out of.

I

What was the Rite of Passage Ceremony? I didn’t have a clue what my friends were planning, and I was
amazed at how cleverly they orchestrated it. I was taken to our garage where my friends created a symbolic
version of my workplace. (I worked at an auto parts store for 22
years.) Dressed in my old work clothes and shoes and given a dirty
oily car rag, I reminisced about the greasy rags and chemical smells
that I was subjected to every day at work. My friends had gathered
symbols representing my boss, and I was able to let go of him by
placing the symbols in a box for disposal.
My wife then led me to a room for purification where she disrobed
me and washed my body with warm water. She annointed me with
oil of sandalwood and frankincense on my feet, my palms, my heart
and third eye. I almost began crying during the annointing as I was
overwhelmed that the old direction and priorities of my life could be transformed so beautifully by ritual and
loving, supportive friends. This is when I began to feel the depth of this ritual. Pam gifted me and dressed me
in a new plush white robe to symoblize my new,
comfortable and relaxed place in the world. We
walked up the stairs, and I felt work fade away. I
was taken outside where I inhaled fresh air, looked
out at the river and the horizon, and began to feel
a totally new life full of possibilities.
Then Pam walked me through a path in the house
lined with coins to remind me of the abundance
that I have despite giving up the 9-5 assured
income. She led me to the living room where my
friends greeted me at a medicine wheel they had
created. I sat in each of the directions to review
my life: East - beginning of life, childhood and early formative years; South - creativity, passion and
vitality as a young adult; West - marriage, the bulk
of my working years, and North - new beginnings
as an elder and the transformation into retirement
and wisdom. Now in the North, I feel the freedom
that I haven’t felt since I was a child.
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Change can happen: revisioning the American Dream

by Suzanne Lichau
he image of Venus transiting the sun some weeks ago clicked things into perspective for me again. Venus
looks so big and bright in the evening and morning sky – but next to the sun, so small. I remarked to a
friend, “And we think we are such a big deal here on this planet – we are just a small speck in something so
much greater.” It seems to me as I sit and watch with as much curiosity as I can muster that these days I am
seeing that our inner journey is being translated to an outer one – so if we didn’t get it while we were working
on things internally, we can now look at the weather, the global climate – in essence at our planet, and see that
the concept of impermanence, unpredictability and loosening our grasp now has a visible physical body.

T

Having gardened for 50+ years, I found myself speaking with a young woman who is a ‘next generation’ gardener. I found myself telling her that it would seem that the techniques I have developed in this climate over
the years are going to have to be revised. The weather is changing, and the seasonal plan I have been gardening with for so long no longer fits. Innovation, attention and adaptability are being called up. How fascinating!!!
I forgot that in a dynamic universe things are always changing. Sometimes the changes take a second, sometimes hundreds of thousands of years, but always there is moving, shifting, changing.
A few days later, I was walking across a parking lot. A Spanish woman in a large SUV drove by and we exchanged smiles. It got me to thinking about adaptation. I wondered what it would be like if instead of the

--- MORE
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grumbling (at least in California) I hear about immigrants “taking over,” we as a culture took the time to talk
to folks from other cultures and share with them how the “American Dream” might look different. Our most
prevalent culture is rooted in immigrants coming to this continent to try and make a better life. (It still puzzles
me who started the rumor that there is such a thing as “a better life,” but that is another story and I digress.)
What if the “better life” was an all electric or hybrid vehicle rather than the large SUV? What if the nice home
was off the grid? What if there was a living roof, grey water system and vegetable and fruit garden in the “nice
home” What if the “nice clothes” were from fair trade companies? What if banking was done at a small local
bank? What if those of us who support sustainability began to share with others who come here searching for
something better – a revisioned “American Dream”?
Here is Joanna Macy in a little talk about the current global climate: “Yes, it looks bleak. But you are still alive
now. You are alive with all the others, in this present moment. And because the truth is speaking in the work,
it unlocks the heart. And there’s such a feeling and experience of adventure. It’s like a trumpet call to a great
adventure. In all great adventures there comes a time when the little band of heroes feels totally outnumbered
and bleak, like Frodo in Lord of the Rings or Pilgrim in Pilgrim’s Progress. You learn to say “It looks bleak. Big
deal, it looks bleak. Our little minds think it must be over, but the very fact that we are seeing it is enlivening.
And we know we can’t possibly see the whole thing, because we are just one part of a vast interdependent
whole – one cell in a larger body.”
I found this very inspiring – especially after looking at the Venus transit.
What could be important is not what you do but HOW you are doing it. So my invitation to you is that in whatever way you can, whether you think it is large or small, when practicing conservation, sustainability, whatever
you want to call it – do it with joy and happiness. It seems that is an important key.
I close with a question from my teacher Pema Chodron: What Are We Practicing? Whatever we butt into is
what we are practicing. So we might ask ourselves – what am I practicing today, this moment? And Pema says,
“The trick then is to practice gentleness and letting go. We can learn to meet whatever arises with curiosity
and not make it such a big deal.”
So the weather is unpredictable – big deal!!

Movie recommendation:

Dirt! The Movie
www.thedirtmovie.org
Dirt! The Movie is an insightful and timely film that tells the
story ... inspired by William Bryant Logan’s acclaimed book
Dirt: The Ecstatic Skin of the Earth, Dirt!
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Sitting Circle
by Sage Abella

I

n the circle way, we each sit on the rim of the bowl, Spirit holding the center. There is nothing said in the
circle that doesn’t pass through Spirit as it weaves it’s way in and out of the hearts of all of us around the rim.
Each speaks a story, woman by woman, in turn. All stories that arise are magically asked to arise in this moment, in this bowl, in this gathering.
We have no training in our culture to “sit bowl.” That doesn’t mean the earth is not inviting us into new ways of
communicating (which are actually very old ways, called by the voice and heat of fire in the center of traveling
people everywhere who walk the ancient back of this mother earth). When all stories are spoken into the bowl,
during a sitting, there is a tangible, bigger story that enlarges our own. It has substance, like a weaving, a tapestry.
We can walk away with it when we are done, but we can’t walk away with it in our hands, only in our hearts.
This morning I pick up the talking stick to tell the story of a mountain. I’m not sure what will arise because it’s
not my head which crafts this tale. I can tell you about the stick in my hand so you will recognize it when it
comes to you. It’s a handcrafted rattle, made by another woman in this circle, given to me spontaneously by
my spirit mother. The end is full, fat hide round as the moon holding a packet of sacred corn seeds. The stick is
tenderly wrapped with the leg fur of a cinnamon colored fox.
--- MORE
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It’s dawn. Just as the light changes, you look my direction, you who are perched on the edges of the bowl along
with me. You see, for a minute, a fox - no a woman - yes, you’re sure it’s a woman, although you wonder what
possessed you to see a fox.
Nevermind, you always liked stories about mountains.
I start singing a song: “The pond holds another story of the mountain. The pond holds another story of the mountain. The pond holds another story of the mountain. Pond holds the mountain. Pond is the heart of the story.”
I can hear some of you scoffing inside. You say, “What was that? It sounds like a five year old’s song. I came here for
a story. Can we get to the point?” And I say, quietly, I’m calling in your hearts, the circle wants your heart opened, it
doesn’t want your mind, your schedule, your agenda. Circle wants your curiosity. Do you have the guts to sit inside
your curiosity and see what will emerge? To feel what it’s like to listen to a wandering tale when you just want the
facts? To be confronted by too much rising emotion in another, then have to sit with all the ways you want to leave
the circle, all the ways you want to leave your own emotions? To sit with someone who doesn’t know a thing about
circle way and is using it for their own expression of ego? Are you willing to hear with heart ears, not world ears?
It was a little brother mountain who called me, Sonoma Mountain. I wound my way up a path surrounded by
poison oak. On the way to the pond, which I had never seen, I found a skull that told me the story of the ancient wolf woman in the desert who sings flesh back onto the bones. I was reminded how my flute is my voice.
My leggings were filled with tenacious, uncomfortable burrs, joyfully hitching a ride higher up the mountain.

--- MORE
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And I kept walking, thinking it was my goal to get to the top of the mountain. When I came around the pond
as the sun was just rising, the air so still I could see the moving, invisible body trail of a cougar as she came out
of the mountain to drink pond water in the deeper edges of night. The cougar wasn’t there, only her presence
lingered. A voice said to me, “Sage, stay here, you need the water, the water, the water.”
In the circle way, we learn that we set a portal and through that space many things from other places can
emerge. The mountain has a voice like a human conversing with me. I write the conversation down in my notebook so I remember that mountains can talk. I can see the lingering presence of a cougar and spread a sarong
out on the ground, sitting inside that invisible trail so I can “feel” cougar.
That’s the end of the story of that mountain. Except this one part: when I entered the circle of base camp,
stepped across the threshold and accepted the newness Sonoma Mountain brought me, a woman handed me
a flyer and looked into my eyes saying, “You might need this sometime later.” It was an invitation to an 11-day
vision fast on a big brother mountain at 5500 feet called Soldier Ridge in the Yollo Bolly Wilderness.
I hear you shuffling around the edge of our bowl. Stories are like thread, traveling soft, not in a straight line,
linking unexpected pieces of cloth together. When we enter a circle we enter into agreements that are a foreign language to the language of our daily lives.
We agree to speak from the heart, listen from the heart, be of lean expression and allow spontaneity. When
we speak, we actually feel our heart so our voice and consciousness moves from that place in our body. We are
lean of expression by not repeating or building on another’s story, but by carefully sifting our thoughts to find
the gem that wants to emerge in the moment. And, hardest of all, we don’t rehearse what we will say ahead of
time. If our mind is busy in rehearsal, we drop the threads of other’s stories, we lose our own way on the path
because a tiny clue was nestled in what was said before we spoke.
A new mountain, a higher mountain has been calling me since November last year. At the time, it made a certain,
poetic sense. Now, two weeks before the longer journey, I don’t know what possessed me to answer the call of
the big mountain. Can’t I find enough wisdom and practice in my own living room? Does it take a big mountain to
call big things out in my life? It is this time in this journey that my belly is filled with questions instead of food.
Tomorrow, I go up onto the back of Mount St.Helena, the little sister mountain. I will go up at dawn, take only water, a
warm coat, my hiking shoes, spend the day against her skin. I’ll ask her questions about the big mountain because they
are all family, those mountains. I’ll ask what I can learn from mountain sensibility for use in my own life. I don’t know
what will arise, but I know it will come through the center of this magic circle where we’ve begun talking about mountains or maybe we were only talking about the circle way. In either case, it was the beginning of a good story together.
Aho! Sister… the talking stick is yours now.

Sage and I are curious: What would it be like to “sit in circle” here in Hearth Letter? Might
we really pass the talking stick? Would others pick it up to tell a story? We wonder what
conversation might emerge over a season of Hearth Letters. We imagine this piece might
offer a thread - with stories following on mountains or circles or the energy trail of something seen at the edge of sight, gone before we arrived. Heh, heh! Are you sitting on the
rim of this bowl? Do you have something to weave through the center of our circle here?
Speaking from the heart, your story is welcome. Contact me.
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Solstice 2012

community, connection, celebration, ceremony
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